
Next Gen Threat
Detection Technology.

Nearly 90% of enterprises* are pursuing a digital-�rst strategy as their procceses and interactions become primarily 
digitized and data-driven. To enable this, IT infrastructures are shifting from a chaos of solutions to perimeter-free, 
cloud-based architectures. In this environment, potentially malicious communications and data are crossing a 
multitude of new unsecured entry points.
Cybersecurity built to enable this transformation is critical to success.
* IDG State of Digital Transformation

The Urgent Need for Next Gen Threat Detection. 

Any threat.  Any channel.  Any platform.  Agile cloud deployment. 
Cutting edge detection built for a digital-first world.Highlights.

Innovations
Next Gen Dynamic 
Detection
Next Gen Static 
Detection
Agile Cloud 
Deployment

Threat Coverage
APTs
Zero Days/N-Days
Phishing
Malware
Impersonation
BEC

Solution
Advance 
Collaboration 
Security (Email, 
Shared 
drives, Messaging, 
CRM*,
Any File/URL 
Exchange)
on Windows & 
MacOS*

Patents
Two patents pending

Architectures
Intel x86 / x64
ARM**

Future**
Web Browsers
Mobile
IoT
Endpoints
Data Centers

*2019 Roadmap

**Potential Applications,

    Requires R&D

Contact Us

www.perception-point.io
info@perception-point.io

We’re in
Boston | Tel Aviv

Legacy security solutions are neither aligned to the modern enterprise nor are they su�ciently e�ective against 
today’s threat landscape, as they are:
      Reliant on outdated Sandbox and CDR detection technologies
      that are easily evaded
      Unable to scan 100% of tra�c due to speed and scale limitations
      Not providing truly holistic coverage of threats, channels or platforms
      Expensive and complicated to deploy, manage and maintain

This is ultimately a signi�cant barrier to securing digital transformation.

The Problem.
      

Our proprietary platform provides unprecedented detection and prevention of APTs, phishing, malware, 
impersonation, BEC attacks and more, delivered with the speed, scale and �exibility of the cloud. Very easily 
deployed in just a few minutes. POC without any change to the existing environment or processes.

Our core innovations at a glance:

Our Cybersecurity as a Service.

* See next pages for further details on each pillar

Anti Evasion Engine
Deep scanning to unpack 
embedded �les & URLs, 
preventing the utilized 
evasion technique of 
malicious content hidden 
within clean content.

Next-Gen 
Static Detection.

Next-Gen Dynamic 
Detection.

“The Sandbox Killer” 
Unique CPU-level visibility see 
incoming code before it can be 
masked to stop advanced 
attacks at the exploit stage, 
pre-malware.
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Agile & Uni�ed
Holistic threat coverage.
One-click deployment.
Maximum speed & scale.
Single view across channels 
& platforms.

Digital-First
by Design.
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Targeting Exploits: Real-time APT Prevention

In advanced attacks, the source of malware are exploits. Exploits are the real enemy. While the number 
of malware samples are continuously growing, there are currently only ~10 known exploit techniques in 
use¹. Unlike heuristics-based solutions, our algorithms can deterministically identify any exploit 
technique to deliver a far earlier, more reliable verdict regarding malicious intent, and prevent attacks 
pre-malware release.

Any advanced attack always starts at the CPU level, so access to CPU level 
data is critical. We leverage Intel PT (Processor Trace) or ARM (CoreSight) to 
gain access to the full execution �ow of an application. Custom built 
hypervisor is used as a bridge between the hardware and the virtual machines 
(VMs) that detonated the �les/URLs. When a �le is running inside a VM, its full 
execution �ow is recorded (trace �le) together with changes to virtual 
memory during execution.

Unique detection algorithms (scanners) analyze each recording to detect 
malicious intent. Software basis ensures we are able to continuously update the 
scanners to identify new exploitation techniques. Advanced scanners include:

CFG | Detects memory corruption exploits
We’ve developed control �ow graphs for each application that identify 
deviations of the execution �ow during runtime.

FFG | Detects advanced exploitation techniques
Detects advanced techniques such as exploits that are written to bypass 
common CFI algorithms. Proprietary semantic aware control �ow graphs 
developed for each application identify deviations of the execution �ow during 
runtime.

DROPPER | Detects logical bugs
Detects logical bugs in applications and malicious scripts
(e.g. macros) in O�ce documents. Unique heuristic engine scans the execution 
�ow for prohibited code paths.

We are continuously researching the latest exploitation techniques, while they 
are still in academia and prior to their use in active attack campaigns. This 
enables us to make sure that our advanced detection algorthims are as updated 
as possible. 

Hardware Visibility:
Recording the Full Execution Flow

Software Agility:
Patent-pending Detection Algorithms

Our Core Innovations.

Unique Hardware-Assisted Platform (HAP™)

Proprietary technology combines hardware visibility with software agility to deliver unprecedented 
prevention of zero day and n-day threats.

 Next Gen Dynamic Detection

Exploit Coverage

Code Injection
BOF / HOF

Code Re-use
ROP / JOP / JIT-ROP / COP

Post CFI Attacks
COOP (H1 2018) /
LOP (H2 2018) / DOP

Root Cause Detection
2019 +

Hypervisor

Memory
Events

Trace �le
(Execution Flow)

CPU
Intel PT

Virtual
Machines

Adobe PDF
O�ce Documents

Browsers
Executables

Scripts

Target Acquired Malicious Content
Delivered

Malware
Installation

Malicious Command
and Control

Exploitation

Existing Solution

Preparation

Phase 1

Intrusion

Phase 2

Active Breach

Phase 3



Recursive Unpacker

Embedding malicious content within clean content, sometimes up to several 
layers, is a commonly utilized evasion technique as it leverages legacy 
technologies’ inability to conduct several layers of unpacking due to their speed 
and scale limitations.

Our proprietary Recursive Unpacker seperates embedded �les and URLs into 
their individual components and then sends each through the threat detection 
layers of our solution in order to 
deeply scan every level of incoming content.

Our Core Innovations.

2 Next Gen Static Detection

3 Digital-First by Design

[1] Based on exploitation techniques seen in the wild
[2] Techniques researched in academia

Easy Cloud Deployment

Native cloud on top of existing 
servers, adapting policies, rules and 
quarantine with no need to change 
anything. Deploy in minutes, POC 
without any change to the 
environment.

Holistic coverage

Preventing a full range of threats 
across multiple channels and 
platforms, in one simple, easy to 
manage cloud solution.

Unlimited Scale

Auto scale capabilities ensure 100% of 
traf�c is scanned, regardless of 
organization size. 

Zero Delay

In-line engines work in a matter of 
seconds, so users feel no impact 
on reciept.  Average scan time of 3 
seconds.

Feature

Detection of zero-days1 & obfuscated n-days

CDR

Level of analysis CPU ApplicationApplication

Speed ~ 30 Seconds A Few Sceonds7~20 Minutes 

Accuracy Deterministic Statistic (Behavioral)Statistic (Behavioral)

URL Scanning

ATP module capacity

Threat coverage

Coverage of next-gen exploitation techniques2 (e.g. COOP)

Sandbox

File functionality post-scan

Technology Comparison



Our Solution.

Advanced Collaboration Security

Cloud/On-prem
Email

Collaboration
Apps

Threat
Intelligence

Known Attacks

Amazon
SES

Spam Filter

Recursive
Unpacker

Deep Scanning

HAPTM

Dynamic Analysis
Zero & N-Days

Static

File Analysis

BEC
Impersonation

Phishing

URLs

Average Scanning Time:  ~ 3 Seconds.

Recursive Unpacker. 
Unpacks the message into smaller 
units (�les and URLs) to identify 
hidden malicious attacks. 
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Threat Intelligence.
Combines multiple threat intelligence sources 
with our internally devloped engine that scans 
URLs and �les in the wild to warn about potential 
or current attacks.
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Spam Filter (Email Only). 
Receives the email & applies 
reputation and anti-spam �lters to 
quickly �ag an email as malicious.

Phishing Engines. 
Combines best-in-class URL 
reputation engines and an in-house 
image analysis engine to identify 
impersonation techniques and 
phishing attacks.
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Static Signatures.
Combines best-in-class signature 
based anti-virus engines to identify 
malicious attacks. In addition, we've 
developed a tool that acts to identify 
highly complicated signatures.
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BEC
Prevention of payload-less attacks 
including spoo�ng, look-alike 
domain and display name deception.
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Hardware-Assisted 
Platform (HAP™)
 CPU-level technology blocks 
attacks at the exploit phase - 
pre-malware release - for true APT 
prevention. See previous page for 
detailed information.
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Broad Application Potential As long as there is Intel PT or CoreSight¹ technology, there are many potential use cases.

Intel x86 / x64
ARM

Architectures

Windows
Mac OS

Platforms

Email
Messaging
Shared Drives
CRM
Other EC&C

2018/19 Applications

Mobile
Web Browsers
IoT
Endpoints
Data Centers

Future Potential

Free & easy 30-day trial

just contact sales@perception-point.io

Email. Shared Drives. Messaging. Any File/URL Exchange.
Holistic coverage of advanced and everyday threats in one easy to deploy solution.


